THE PORTICO PALLADIO BENCH
The Portico Palladio Bench is perfect for museum galleries, exhibition spaces, reception
areas, hallways and houses. This solid, embracing and generous bench for three features a
straight back with a deep seat leaving room for a cushion. In a public space it is a seat that
will encourage interaction and add to the ambience.
Made to order by one of Scotland’s most reputable architectural and bespoke joinery
companies, the design combines innovative use of materials with technology and traditional
craftsmanship.
The panels utilise the strength, stability and size of high quality Birch plywood, and though
machine cut to exact specifications the panels still require meticulous hand finishing. These
are complimented by the use of beautiful Tulip wood (poplar) framing.
Traditional mortise and tenon joints are used to build the body around a reinforced base
giving it a strong, robust construction designed to withstand heavy traffic.

DIMENSIONS

LENGTH 1640 mm or 64 ½ inches
HEIGHT AT FRONT 1010 mm or 39 ¾ inches
HEIGHT OF BACK AND SIDES 970 mm or 38 ¼
EXTERNAL DEPTH 610 mm or 24 inches
SEAT HEIGHT 445 mm or 17 ½ inches

SEAT BACK HEIGHT 518 mm or 20 ½ inches
INNER SEAT LENGTH 1537 mm or 60 ½ inches
INNER SEAT WIDTH 548 mm or 21 ½ inches
Seat base dimensions for cushion Length 1537 mm or 60 ½ inches by Width 548 mm or 21 ½ inches
by 5cm or 2 inches

MATERIALS Birch plywood panels and seat base
TULIPWOOD (Poplar) framing with Mortise and Tenon construction
FINISHES Hard Lacquer with a warm hue (shown in photographs)
Hard Polyx oil with a matt finish to maintain the light colour of the wood, water and stain resistant
Please do get in touch to discuss your requirements and any custom finish requests
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